DECOMPOSITION OF TENSOR PRODUCTS OF IRREDUCIBLE UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS DETLEV POGUNTKE
ABSTRACT.
It is shown that the tensor product of an irreducible unitary representation of a (discrete) group G and an zz-dimensional (n < °°) (ii) US, S))= ||/(S)||2, especially, (iS, S»=0 iff 5 = 0.
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(iv)«S, T» = «T, S». and HomG(p*®77 , p*® 77 ), respectively. By Lemma 3, one has «P.,P.»=/S.a-\ «e.,S.))=a.j8-1, and «6<, Q,»=0 = «P., P.» for z^ 7.
Let P and Q be defined by the equations idy^c = P + S;._j P. and idy*^c/ = «idvW 2,» = «Q,., Q{» = «g,f idvW» (because the P. 's and Q{'s ate projections). This shows that ((P., P))= 0 = ((Q-, 2)) lor 1 < j'< r. Lemma 2 and the above relations imply «p, p»+ Z /V71 =«= «e, e»+ i: a /s?1. The Theorem is proved, we have already pointed out how Corollary 1 follows from the Theorem.
Remark. The fact that p ® 77 is the direct sum of at most n irreducible subrepresentations can be proved quicker if one uses Lemma 1 and a similar trick as in the proof of the Theorem. More precisely, let P,.P be orthogonal projections in HomG(p ® tt, p ® tt). As in the proof of the Theorem one gets *>Xj=1«P., P.». But «P., P.» = ||/(P.)|| 2 and ||/(P;.)|| > n~"1| P . || = n~ (Lemma 1) and, therefore, re > rre or r < n . Of course, the Theorem gives a more precise description. 
